Abstract. We consider the problem of spatiotemporal sampling in which an initial state of an evolution process is to be recovered from a set of samples at different time levels. We are particularly interested in lossless trade-off between spatial and temporal samples. We show that for a special class of signals it is possible to recover the initial state using a reduced number of measuring devices activated more frequently. We present several algorithms for this kind of recovery and describe their robustness to noise.
Introduction.
We consider the problem of spatiotemporal sampling in which an initial state of an evolution process is to be recovered from a set of samples at different time levels. Typical evolution processes are driven by well studied physical fields. A common example is provided by diffusion and is modeled by the heat equation. Sampling is done by sensors or measurement devices that are placed at various locations and can be activated at different times. It is natural to ask if it is possible to provide the same information about the initial state from a reduced number of devices activated more frequently. Clearly this would reduce the cost of sampling. On the other hand, however, this is likely to decrease the stability of reconstruction. Thus, we study the trade-off between spatial and temporal samples in an evolution process, which we call the dynamical sampling problem.
This work has been inspired by that of Lu, Vetterli and their collaborators [13, 17, 19] . Possible applications include pollution maps and the detection of pollution sites, environment/weather monitoring, ecology, and precision agriculture [8, 15] among many others [13, 19, 20 , and references therein]. The theory we develop has connections to frame theory, multiresolution analysis, filter banks, and interpolation theory, and we expect that our techniques will lead to new results in these areas. We will pursue these ideas in subsequent papers.
In this paper, we study dynamical sampling in the case of finite dimensional signals. Such systems may arise as discretizations of inverse problems in partial differential equations. In the next section, we introduce the general problem in finite dimensions. We present a few examples illustrating how mathematically hard this problem can be, even though we formulate it in purely linear algebraic terms. In Section 3, we concentrate on the particular case in which the underlying dynamical system is invariant in a certain sense. This allows us to use techniques from Fourier analysis. For this case, we can show that we can trade-off spatial samples by time samples at essentially a one-to-one rate (only a small number of extra spatial samples is needed), and this trade-off is lossless. We also present an algorithm for recovering the initial state and study its stability and robustness to noise, in Section 4. We also provide a description of outcomes of certain numerical experiments.
2. Dynamical samling problem in finite dimensions.
is the cyclic group of order d, and A be a d × d invertible matrix with complex entries. In general, we seek to recover vector x from subsampled versions of the vectors A T x, A T +1 x, A T +2 x, etc., for some nonnegative integer T (due to invertibility of A we will assume that T = 0 without loss of generality). More precisely, we let S(Ω n ) be diagonal idempotent matrices so that s ii = 1 if and only if i ∈ Ω n ⊆ {1, . . . , d}, and
We would like to know under which conditions we can recover x from y n , n = 1, . . . , N , or, in other words, what information about x, Ax, . . . , A N −1 x we need in order to make the recovery possible. By x ∈ 2 (Z d ) we model an unknown spatial signal at time t = 0, and the matrix A represents an evolution operator so that A n x is the signal at time t = n. Then the vectors y n , n = 1, . . . , N , give the samples of the evolving system at time t = n − 1 at a (possibly) reduced number of locations (given by the sum of the ranks of the matrices S(Ω n )). Clearly, we would like to keep the ranks of S(Ω n ), n = 1, . . . , N , at a minimum to reduce the information we need to sample and store. Our motivation, is to reduce the number of measuring devices and, thus, make the sampling process cheaper.
We write the problem in the following matrix form
where y = (y 1 , . . . , y N ) and
call the dynamical sampling matrix. The choice of the sets Ω k , k = 1, . . . , N , will be referred to as the dynamical sampling procedure. We would like to establish conditions under which this procedure is admissible, i.e., which would ensure that the matrix A has full rank d. In this case A has a left inverse and the recovery of x is possible. Let us consider a few simple examples.
Example 2.1 (Sampling the diagonal). In this example we assume that
, is a singleton and
In other words, can we recover the signal x if we sample at each node exactly once? Clearly, if the matrix A is diagonal, condition (2.3) is necessary and sufficient due to invertibility of A. A similar result is expected if A has strong diagonal domination, i.e., when the time evolution of the signal at a point depends primarily on the current value at that point (there is little "mixing" in the system). Alternatively, if there is no diagonal domination, sampling the diagonal may fail. The simplest example is provided by the 2 × 2 permutation matrix. Identifying matrices for which condition (2.3) is necessary and sufficient is an interesting question.
Example 2.2 (Sampling at one node). As another extreme choice we assume that Ω k = {j} for all k = 1, . . . , d, and some j ∈ {1, . . . , d}. In other words, we would like to recover the original signal x from its temporal samples at a single spatial location. One would expect this to be possible only if the system is "wellmixed", and, in fact, in some sense this is sufficient. To see this, let us assume that A = U DU * is positive definite and U = (u jk ) is the unitary that diagonalizes A, so that D is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues λ 1 , . . . λ d . Then the reduced dynamical sampling matrix A r obtained from A by eliminating the zero rows satisfies
Since the first of the matrices in the above product is Vandermonde, A r is invertible if and only if all eigenvalues of A are distinct and the j-th row of the "mixing" matrix U has no zero entries. We remark that the case of sampling at just two nodes already presents a non-trivial problem.
Remark 2.1. Observe that one step of the wavelet cascade algorithm [1, 3, 7, 11, 12, 18, 21] is very similar to dynamical sampling. Indeed, if we allow two circular convolution matrices A and B in place of A and A 2 , our mathematical set-up will cover the wavelet algorithm. On the other hand, the physical nature of our problem, is fundamentally different -we are not free to choose A and B since they are determined by the dynamical system. Moreover, A and A 2 cannot be used in the wavelet method because of the Smith-Barnwell condition.
Remark 2.2. Another mathematical approach to the study of sensor networks involves frames and fusion frames [5, 6, 22] . In the frame theoretic language the dynamical sampling problem consists of describing all subsets of the frame formed by the rows of the matrices I, A, A 2 , etc., which are themselves frames for 2 (Z d ). Yet, another related area of research is distributed sampling, see, e.g. [15] . Proposition 2.1. A dynamical sampling procedure is robust with respect to small perturbations of the evolution matrix A.
Proof. The proof is a standard application of the Neumann series perturbation argument to the matrix A * A.
3. Dynamical sampling in invariant evolution systems.
The general problem outlined in the previous section is very hard. This is clearly indicated by the examples above. In practice, however, one of the most important cases is represented by (spatially) invariant evolution systems in which the matrix A is circular and the subsampling is regular and independent of n. In this case, the matrix A represents the (circular) convolution operator with a fixed vector a ∈ 2 (Z d ) and
is an operator of subsampling by some fixed factor m ∈ N. In this way, a vector x ∈ 2 (Z d ) representing the signal at time t = 0, is sampled only at a fraction d/m of its components, and subsequently the vectors A n−1 x, n = 2, . . . , N , are sampled at the same locations. Note that for this case, we would need a minimum of d "generalized samples" to recover x. Thus, by choosing N = m, we meet this minimum requirement. In effect, we have traded spatial samples for an equal number of "time samples", thus reducing the number of measuring devices by a factor of m and activating each device m times more frequently.
To avoid unnecessary technicalities we let d = 2K +1 and assume that J = d/m is an integer (so that d, m, and J are odd). Then the (k, k) entry of the matrix S m equals 1 if m divides K + 1 − k and is 0 otherwise. Clearly, in practice, any reasonable model can be tweaked to satisfy these conditions.
The following proposition is at the heart of the problem in this special case. In its formulation, we shall use the notationâ = F d a for the normalized (unitary) d-dimensional discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a. 
Proof. Using the identities
we get
. . .
or, using a more compact notation,
. . J, and the proposition follows. Note that the rearrangement mapping R :
Rx =x is an isometric isomorphism and the vectorsŷ n are J periodic.
Clearly, each matrix A m (k) in (3.2) is a Vandermonde matrix, thus it is invertible if and only if the values {â(k + J) : = 0, . . . , m − 1} are distinct. If some of these values coincide, the signal x cannot be recovered unless we take extra spatial samples. It is not hard to outline the procedure that allows one to prescribe which extra spatial samples may be taken. It is easily seen that the kernels of the matrices A m (k), k = 1, . . . , J, are generated by vectors v j ∈ 2 (Z d ) such that eachv j has exactly two non-zero components of which one is equal to 1 and the other is −1. Assuming that the nullity of the matrix A m (k) equals ν k , k = 1, . . . , J, there are exactly ν = J k=1 ν k of such linearly independent vectors v j . We then form a d × ν matrix V using these vectors as columns and call a subset Ω 0 ⊆ {1, . . . , d} an admissible extra sampling set if the rows of V indexed by Ω 0 form a left invertible submatrix. The vector x can then be recovered from vectors y n , n = 1, . . . , m, and the extra samples x( ), ∈ Ω 0 . Observe that we need to take at least ν extra samples and it is possible to take exactly ν of them. We have essentially proved the following result.
Theorem 3.2. Let a ∈ 2 (Z d ) be such that the circular convolution matrix A defined by a is invertible. Consider the dynamical sampling procedure defined by the matrices S(Ω n ) = S m , n = 1, . . . , N , as in (3.1) and an admissible extra sampling set Ω 0 . Then any x ∈ 2 (Z d ) can be recovered from the set of vectors {y 0 = S(Ω 0 )x, y n = S m A n−1 x, n = 1, . . . , m}.
In the case covered by the above theorem, we will write the dynamical sampling matrix and the measurement vector y as
. . . Remark 3.1. Note that the number of samples needed for the recovery in the above theorem is d + ν. Since generically ν d, the oversampling factor is often negligible. It is also clear from the Vandermonde structure of the matrices (3.2) that adding more time samples at the same locations provides no additional information about x, thus justifying our choice of N = m−1. On the other hand, in the presence of noise and once an appropriate set Ω 0 is chosen, additional time samples may be used to improve the estimation of x.
The special case when a is a real symmetric kernel such thatâ is monotonic (decreasing) on {0, . . . ,
} is encountered frequently in applications. The symmetry reflects the fact that there is often no preferential direction for physical kernels and monotonicity is a reflection of energy dissipation. Particularly interesting is the fact that in this case one can exactly specify the set Ω 0 . Before embarking on the proof of the above theorem we make a remark and state a corollary. 
Alternatively, we may assume that supp
Then x is completely recoverable from the samples y n , n = 1, . . . , m. Proof. Observe that invertibility of the matrices A m (k), k = 1, . . . , J −1, allows us to recover all Fourier coefficients of x other than the ones divisible by J. From the structure of the kernel of A m (0) we see that we can also recover the coefficient x(0). This gives us 2J − 1 consecutive Fourier coefficients of x. Therefore, using Prony's method [2] , we can recover x provided that it is J − 1 sparse. Alternatively, if the sparsity level is sufficiently smaller than J − 1 we can use compressed sensing techniques [4] for recovery.
Stability in the presence of noise.
Let us now consider the recovery problem of Theorem 3.3 in the presence of additive noise. More precisely, we consider the problem of recovering the vector x from corrupted measurementsỹ = y + η, where η = (η 0 , . . . , η m )
T and each η k , k = 0, . . . , m, is a random vector with independent identically distributed (iid) components that have mean 0 and variance σ 2 (in the case that a support condition is assumed on x, we have η 0 = 0). We write the problem in the form y + η = Ax, where A and y are as in (3.7) . Applying the DFT, combining all equations (3.6) into one, and adding the extra samples we get (4.1)ȳ e +η e = Ax, wherex = Rx is as in (3.6),
removes from its input vector the components that are not in Ω 0 ,η is a d-dimensional random vector with iid components that have mean 0 and variance σ 2 ,
and R is the rearrangement operator defined after (3.6).
The matrix A has full rank because the set Ω 0 is chosen to be admissible. Thus, A has the Moore-Penrose left inverse
where 0 < λ min (A * A) is the minimal eigenvalue of A * A. Thus, estimating the expected value of the recovery error under these assumptions amounts to finding an upper (and lower) bounds for the norm of the Moore-Penrose left inverse A † , or, equivalently, for the minimal singular value of A.
Observe that A has the structure 
Since the Moore-Penrose left inverse has the smallest operator norm among all left inverses we have
From 
and (4.7) becomes
Otherwise we use the ∞ → ∞ operator norm estimate for inverses of Vandemonde matrices [10] and the inequality · ≤ √ m · ∞→∞ to obtain 
Finally, assuming that â ∞ ≤ 1 and letting ε = min p,q |â(p) −â(q)|, where the minimum is taken over all p = q ∈ Z d such that J divides p−q and |â(p)−â(q)| > 0, we get (combining (4.10) and (4.11)) (4.13)
In particular, we see that dynamical sampling is robust for reasonable filters a when the subsampling factor m is small. As expected, robustness deteriorates quickly as m grows. To give some justification of the last statement we estimate A † from below by obtaining an upper bound on the smallest singular value s min (A).
We will again use (4.5) for the general form of the matrix A. This time, however, we partition A in (4.3) so that P = 1 m
where the matrices in the first row have |Ω 0 | rows. Observe that AA * has rank d and, therefore, its smallest positive eigenvalue coincides with s min (A). Using a well-known generalization of Cauchy interlacing inequalities (see [9, 16] ) for the principal submatrix B = ( T T * 0 0 DD * ) we obtain (4.15) s
where λ j denotes the j-th largest eigenvalue of the corresponding matrix. Clearly, given a, all one needs to do to find , we can obtain a more explicit estimate. In this case, 
Clearly, increasing |Ω 0 | alleviates the growth of A † .
4.1. Wiener regularization. As the estimate (4.13) suggests, our algorithm may perform poorly in the presence of noise. This is not surprising for two reasons. On the one hand if all the samples were obtained after filtering, the recovery problem would require inverse filtering (deconvolution) which is known to be sensitive to noise. On the other hand the dynamical sampling introduces another source of sensitivity to noise due to the Vandermonde submatrices of the matrix A. A common approach for inverse filtering is the use of Wiener filters [14] . Thus, it is natural to combine this kind of technique with dynamical sampling as we do below. We make the following additional assumptions on the class of signals we consider. We let x be a 0-mean random vector in 2 (Z d ) such that the matrix Σ 2 x = E(xx * ) is known. The idea of Wiener regularization is to find a matrix B which would provide a reasonable approximation to the solution of (4.1) via minimizing the variance of A typical filter a would be such thatâ is a sampled Gaussian as in Fig. 1 . A typical signal class (see Fig. 2 ) consists of random vectors with a diagonal Fourier transform covariance matrix Σ 2 x that has a sampled Gaussian on the main diagonal. Numerical experiments for a 99-dimensional signal with m = 3, J = 33, and only one extra sample (100 measurements) show that the method works very well if the signal to noise ratio (SNR) exceeds 50 dB. The typical error of the reconstruction is plotted in Fig. 3 . It is evident that the reconstruction is nearly perfect except for a few peaks that occur because of the bad condition number of some of the Vandermonde matrices A m (k). More precisely, for m = 3, we may get big error for Fourier coefficients nearx(J),x(2J),x((J − 1)/2), and x(−(1 + J)/2). If the covariance matrix Σ 2 x is not diagonal, the correlation between adjacent Fourier coefficients will reduce the error peaks and improve the reconstruction. We have also observed that adding a small number of extra samples does not drastically improve reconstruction. The positive effect is observed when the number of added samples in Ω 0 is big enough to defeat the purpose of the method.
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